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Compromise Found In Energy Crunch
By Deborah Holloway
The early Athenians, in the days
before Christ, had an overwhelming
concern with finding the "Golden
Mean"; that fine-lined balance between neither leaning too far to the
right or to the left of any issue. Well,
although we no longer have any
Greeks walking around in togas
debating upon the struggle to lead a
balanced life, the same problem of
finding a happy medium still exists.
A perfect example of this is the issue
of energy conservation present today on our campus.
But first a bit of background information - most of you have probably,
by now, at least an inkling of the efforts being made to cut campus
energy costs. A few weeks ago, Mr.
John Hickey and the finance department developed various proposals
through which both students and
faculty could work towards reducing
energy costs. One of these proposals

was that the academic buildings
should be closed to general study
purposes, leaving only half the
library, the SUB, and those oh-so- conducive-to-serious-studydormitories. Of course, this immediately caused an uproar from
those students without building
passes who enjoy late night study in
the classrooms of the academic
buildings. After all, they say, isn't

Energy Dollars
Electricity
Natural Gas
Total Energy $

1977-78
86,086
186,500
272,586

that why we and our families are
forking over $7,000 a year? - so we
can have the best study oppor tunities?
This is where that problem of f inding that happy-medium comes in.
On one hand, if we don't start reduc-

ing our energy costs, we soon won't
be worried about whether or not
Jones Hall is open because we won't
be able to afford to attend UPS.
Some basic figures portraying our
energy costs rapidly show that the
price of electricity and natural gas
has steadily increased throughout
the years and will continue to do so.
But, on the other hand, what's the
use of students attending UPS if they

1978-79
102,015
247,472
349,487

1979-80
118,268
328,530
446,798

1980-81
128,956
371,843
500,799

can't study?
After personally talking with Mr.
Hickey, I realize, once again, that
the administration is not out to get
the students, but rather, is only trying to do its job. Mr. Hickey stated
that when his committee passed the

proposal to close the academic
buildings, they were unaware of the
apparent need of many students to
study at night in the academic
buildings. Proving more than willing
to attempt a compormise, they
decided that McIntyre Hall would
be open to general study until 2:00
am. - giving students a place to
study, while, at the same time, supporting the budget by consolidating
the expenditure of energy, both for
lights and heating, and also reducing
security concerns.
Thus I think that students while
never relinquishing their rights,
should strive to work with the administration towards finding the
"Golden Mean", of all issues,
especially this one. If, upon serious
consideration and input from
members of both sides of the issue,
there remains an unfulfilled right or
need of the students, then it is at this
point which we should, once again,
bring out our petitions and placcards.

Sports Re presenta t i 0 11 Challenging Profession
By Julia Chester

The UPS Law School Student Bar
Association Committee held a panel
discussion on Sports Law, Tuesday
night at the Norton Clapp Law
School's building. The Panel discussed the issues and policies involved in
player representation, contract
negotiation, and attorney ethics. The
panel was comprised of two player
representatives, one manager and
one soccer player. Their views and
insights on the world of sports were
at times conflicting.
Attorney Pat Healy, player
representative for a number of peo-ple claimed that, " today, everyone
is a sports representer and a nonattorney cannot perform the role
necessary for good representation."
Healy stipulated a number of problems encountered by the law student anticipating a career in sports
representation. "There is intense
competition because of the myth
personified by the media, that all
players recieve enormous salaries,
the corollary being that a player rep.
would similarly be making a lot of
money. But it's not really an easy
dollar. There's no gold pot at the end
of the rainbow." For the attorney
new to the arena of sports represen-

HOOVERS BRING
THEIR SKA SOUND
TO SUB LOUNGE.
See Page 3

tation there is intense competition
from well-established attorneys or
firms, insiders such as friends or
relatives, and hustlers which make
up 60% of the profession and will do
anything to get the client including
promising drugs, cars, or other
material goods.
Another problem facing the new
attorney is the overhead required to
maintain an active clientele. "The
overhead is tremendous. It inv
extensive travel and telephoning ju
to maintain the office." As in all pro-fessions the representative must
pass through different phases in his
career. When starting out in the field
the attorney must charge the player
according to the number of years
he's played. "You'll have to acceot
the compensation as he earn' it, not
all at once. You'll need another
source of income to sustain yourself.
It's going to take organization and
advanced capital."
Proper legal preparation for the
field of player representation is important. Mr. Healy felt that
knowledge of accounting, taxation,
financing, real estate, and business
law are all invaluable. The only official organization governing player

representatives is ARPA, the purpose
of which is to bond representatives
to a code of ethics. However this is
not officially required of player
representatives.
In order for an attorney to do a
good job Healy felt it necessary for
he/she to do a thorough overview of
areas directly involved; the
player, the attorney, the fans, and
the media.
"The player is generally very subjective and usually over estimates
his worth. He reacts to pressure
situations in an emotional way.
"In contrast the attorney should
be a countervailing force, objective
and conservative, and rational.
"With management the attorney
must stress the fact that manage- ment looks on them as a business,
that there will be a budget and that
they are adhering to a theory of supply and demand. With the media the
attorney must focus on how not to
use it. Players utilize the media
usually only in controversial issues.
This leaves a negative impression
Private or professional sessions are
much more effective. As far as the
fans are concerned the player will
have to be guarded."

INSIDE THEATRE
TO RAISE CURTAIN
ON TACTICS FOR
NON-MILITARY
BODIES. See Page 4.

LOGGERS COME
FROM BEHIND TO
DEFEAT CAL-POLY
POMONA 28-22.
See Page 6

Dick Vertlieb, who has served on
both sides of the fence, of both
management and player representation focused on the technique of getting valuable clients.
"Look for intelligence in athletes.
It'll help you win the world championship. The Golden State Warriors
all had undergraduate degrees."
(The Warriors, a basketball team
from the Bay Area, won the world
championship in 1975.)
Another major factor in the performance level of athletes is the
representative and the players confidence. "They need super confidence. Management wants
representatives that have confidence in themselves and their
players. All managers want athletes
that are well represented and attorneys are best at it because contracts are complicated."
Mr. Vertlieb laid much stress on
the representatives responsibility to
his player in matters of contracts,
negotiations, and psychological
bolstering.
"All the positive energy comes
from the athlete. He needs to be
happy. If an athlete did not .want to
Please Turn to Page 3

PREVIEW FOR
1981-82 LOGGER
BASKETBALL. See
Page 6.
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To The Editor:
Praise God!! Seek and ye shall
find beholden unto you, my sheep,
that we can once again study on
campus. I have now taken my
helmet off and am ready to get
down to it.
As of Wednesday last, at our Student Senate Meeting, the problem of
campus studying came to a head,
and was realistically resolved to the
benefit of our students, faculty, and
staff.
My helmet is off to John Hickey
for his quick understanding and sensitivity to the feelings expressed.
Beginning last Monday McIntyre
Hall is now open for study from 7:00
am. to 2:00 am. and the chapel is
open from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Monday thru Friday, and 9:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
Right On!!!
To make it short, my case in point
is, to speak out if it effects you, if
you don't who knows. Let your voice
be heard friends for only those who
try will ever know.
Again, thank you Paul, John
Hickey, Debra, Greg, the registrars
office, and Sue. B. for letting me
copy and sit next to her in my
Wednesday noon class.
To quote a favorite phrase in
regards to all who study at UPS
"...and miles to go before I sleep,
and miles to go before I sleep."
Clenton Richardson

P.S. Dear B.J. my pants ripped on me
when I was ripped. What a rip off!

To The Editor:
The Dean of Students Office
wishes to respond to the article
published in the Trail concerning the
most recent case before the Student
Court. An important aspect was
omitted in the published account of
these proceedings.
The University's Student Conduct
Code affords all members of the
University community protection
from public scrutiny. The Code was
designed with this major consideration in mind. The procedures used in
the judicial system guarantee confidentiality to both individuals faced
with possible code violations or individuals bringing charges.
The Office of the Dean of
Students is responsible for assisting
in the implementation of this
safeguarding of confidentiality at all
levels of the judicial process. We
regard the releasing of names of
students who are either suspects or
victims, and the disclosing of information about specific incidents as
breaches of this guarantee of confidentiality.
it is important to contrast this
feature of the campus judicial
system with the public court system.
Because this University community
is founded upon the assumption that
all of its members will act in good
faith toward one another, the system
is not an adversarial one.
In conclusion, the Office of the
Dean of Students invites the Trail to
feature an article on the underlying
assumptions and operational process of the Student Conduct Code. It
is essential in a community such as
ours that the well-being, rights, and
responsibilities of all members be
understood and respected.
Phyllis M. Lane
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To The Editor:
I would like to commend Mr. R.E.
Clenton Richardson for speaking out
for the rights of the students at UPS.
Students are paying the University
for the right to study, we are not paying the University to slap our hand
when we are wasting energy. Way to
go, Clenton! Because of your efforts,
McIntyre Hall is now open until 1:00
am. for all of us late night studiers.
Let's not stop there. I still think that
the SUB should be open 24 hours
like last year. If not now, at least
during finals. After all, tuition did
rise considerably from last year.
Why should we pay more and
receive less?
Concerning this issue, Clenton, I
think you should get a nice pat on
the back for getting the ball rolling.
But, (now this is a crucial BUT) lets
not be hypocritical! As you mentioned earlier, students should have the
right to study in an appropriate environment. As much as I hate to admit it, listening to The R.E./Jonesey
Show on KUPS is not my idea of an
appropriate environment. For the
past couple of weeks, I have been
quietly cramming for my Friday
afternoon exams in the SUB lounge
during lunchtime when my train of
thought has been abruptly interrupted by your radio show. Don't get
me wrong, your show is worthy of
praise, but it is not something you
should shove down our throats. The
advantage of a radio is the fact that
you can turn it off. When your show
is piped through the SUB speakers,
it's kind of hard to tune you out.
Come on Clenton, let's think of
the rights of the students.
Sue Bernauer

To The Editor:
I lament copiously the recent
trouble and controversy over the
Combat Zone page in the Trail. For
many of us in the greater UPS community this was the first place we
turned to when skimming the Trail
each week. I am sure I speak for
many in saying as the Bard might
have put it: "would it were back to
its weekly original activity." In saying this might I repose some observations of the subject of satire, which
might serve as a possible salutation
to the problem? First, for the writers
of satire, they should be weary of
the advice of the great French
satirist La Rochefoucauld who said

"Mieux vaut tard gaue jamais"
which I translate freely as follows:
"Men are satirized more from vanity
than from malice." This I deliver to
the authors of The Combat Zone as a
useful guide. They should be
virulent in pointing out the folly
among us, not merely enjoining us to
see their own words in print.
Now for the audience or the
readers of the Combat Zone, it appears to me that many are reacting
beyond what is needed. While certainly our foibles and calamities are
exposed, do we not admit that the
wit of these exposes has made a
great impression upon us, giving us

pleasure, even though we may
wince? Do we not see weekly how
the writers of this page have carefully crafted their art, have like a
polished razor, wounded with a
touch that is scarcely felt? And that
therefore while all of us love to see
our names on the Combat Zone
page, we can certainly say, on the
other hand, that the wit exhausted
there is certainly admirable and
demonstrates the patience and care
in making good satire. And as long as
this excellence in writing is evident,
as long as these satires show imagination, creativity, and wit, then
we need not constrain about seeing
our names in print. Only when the
satire gives way to sheer vindictive,
and when wit is replaced by namecalling and impropriety, then the
reader should object, against the
abstinence of both wit and good
taste, but I caution, only until then.
Martin Scriblerus

To the Editor:
Although your banner headline article last week was of interest
because of its pertinence to
students' concerns, (something
which is quite rare indeed for the
Trail), many untruths, misconceptions, and half-truths were evident
throughout the article. Aside from
the fact that Mr. Bain obviously not
examined the Student Conduct Code
and hence has no conception of the
purpose and intent of the Student
Court, I feel several reporting errors
must be corrected. First of all,
neither the reporter nor anyone else
other than the members of the Court
could possibly know the grounds
upon which the Assistant Dean of
Students' motion for a closed trial
was granted since the Court arrived
at said decision in closed session.
Secondly, the complaint was not f iied against the Phi Delta fraternity,
but instead, Mr. Gellatly and Mr.
Olsen. Third, Mr. Wood's reasons for
not allowing a court reporter are
perfectly justified. If Mr. Bain had
cared to consult the Student Conduct Code, Sections Vl.D.5. and 7.,
he would have been aware of the
superfluity of the court reporter.
Also, if he had even bothered to examine the Court bench, he would
have noticed the tape recorder
which was used to faithfully record
the entire proceeding. I do not
understand how he possibly could
have failed to observe the cassette
player as it is clearly visible even in
the overexposed picture on the front
page of the Trail. Finally, Mr. Bain's
naive assertion that Mr. Gellatly's
motion for dismissal on the grounds
that a fair trial was being denied
them is so unsophisticated as to
hardly deserve comment. However, I
would like to refer Mr. Bain to Sec.
VI. C. (Complaint, Hearing, and
Review Procedures) of the Student
Conduct Code. Several other instances of misreporting, such as the
misspelling of the plaintiff's name
and the obvious slant of the
headline, (the reporter was not the
only person excluded from the hear-

Challenging Legal Profession
work with us then we'd trade them.
You want to develop an atmosphere
so that a player can do his best. You
have to communicate honesty and
really care about the player." Honesty is all you can look for. If people
really mean what they say then the
job is easy for the athlete, the agent,
and the representative. We want the
player to be happy for himself."
Mr. Vertlieb stipulated that a major problem in college sports is in the
recruitment. "The representative
will do anything but no one tells the
player his responsibilities. You need
to tell him what to expect. Everyone
is judging him. The franchise is
number one. The only reason they're
in this racket is to win the world
championship."
Despite all the legal training required to perform exceptionally as a
representative, Mr. Vertlieb claimed
the rep's. personarity is a major
catalyst behind success. "it's all in
the style and what kind of person
you are. Most players are from hell's
kitchen. You have to know how to
deal with them."
The third panelist to speak was
Dan O'Brien, current President and
chief executeiv eof the office for the
Mariners. Speaking from managements point of view O'Brien stressed
the point that a representative has to
know his subject, which is the

athlete and game they represent. For
instance if a lawyer supports the inclusion a number of incentives in a
players contract it destroys the team
conept.
"Management is often alluded to
as the bad guy, but the players get
pretty much what they deserve.
However we are restricted by a
budget we can't draw enough people to pay Dave Winfield (player for
the Yankees) one million dollars. The
Mariners don't get one million
dollars worth of coverag on t.v. or
radio.
Mr. O'Brien pointed up the fact
that representatives often don't
know their subjects well enough,
that they see the athlete play four
times while management sees them
one hundred four times, and this aggravates the negotiation process. His
advice to prospective attorney
sports rep's? "Have to become a
good lawyer, and contract law is
primary."
The fourth panelist, Mark
Petersen, a world class soccer player
for the Seattle Sounders with the titIe of Most Goals Ever by a Native
Amercian, gave the athletes point of
view in the negotiation process.
"It's necessary to be represented
by a lawyer, a sports attorney. The
athlete has to deal with both mental
and physical problems. If the player
tries to represent himself then he
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can't juggle both his profession and
his contract."
Mark stated that going up against
skilled club representatives requires
an equally skilled lawyer. "They will
take a player to the bank. A player
needs guarantees such as clothes,
shoes, endorsements, financial planning, and legal advice."
He agreed with Dick Vertlieb in
that a lawyer must have good personal qualities. "The athlete needs
to get along with him in business and
personally. The player will have that
much more trust in him."
A common theme throughout the
discussion was that as long as there
are professional athletes and players
there will be a need for attorney
educated sports representatives
And, it's important to be a good one,
because a bad rep will hurt the
athlete as well as himself.

Steel
Band
Gives Rousing
n
f
The Trinidad Tripoli Steel Band,
which played Tuesday night in the
UPS sports pavilion was another example of the excellent programs offered by the Cultural Affairs Office.
Trisha Engel an avid fan of the
Tripoli Steel - Band, who has seen

Here co methe Hoovers

By Julia Chester
The UPS Showcase Committee is
presenting the Hoover's, a relatively
new 5 member band from the Bay
Area, performing Friday Nov. 13
from 12:00 to 1:00 in the SUB
Lounge. They are a fusion of
ska/reggae/rock, "a sign of 80's new
direction in rock." The Hoovers have
been described by leading music
critics a "a snappy little Bay Area
quartet that have made a truly
dynamic ska record; Are real show
stoppers - easy to dance to and fun
to watch; Uncommon lyrical
sophistication; A peerless rythm section; They combine intelligent lyrics
with an infectious ska beat."
Composed of five members, two
from England and three from the
United States, the Hoovers represent
other ska influenced groups such as
Madness and the Specials, "but
avoid imitations in favor of fast pace
original times." The two lead singers

and composers of the group,
William Sell and Paul Whiting have
been described as "energetic and effervescent," and are responsible for
the English sound of the band. Sell
and Whiting have been lauded as
adept at combining words and lyrics
and the rythm section, comprised of
Norman Baja on drums and Michael
Helmer on base, are "infectious."
The Hoovers are well
choreographed, the key board ist
dancing in place, and other
members of the band jumping off
stage and into the audience. They
have been known to "kick up quite a
bit of dust." Their lyrics have been
described as intelligent and intriguing with an "immediacy to their
writing in characters and situations.
Liz Lufkis, rock reporter for the
Peninsula Times Tribune, thought
the Hoovers to a "thoroughly impressive debut, easily outdistancing

most of what any big time American
label has dredged up lately."
Skin and Blisters, the Hoovers'
first release on the Airstip label is a
professionally composed debut
album, has swept through College
Radio as a favorite, and was
Billboard Magazines Pick of the
Week. Don't miss them!

them perform on there native soil in
Calypso, summed up the quality and
style of the band.
"The concert was a cultural exchange, not a usual conference that
would be seen around the Tacoma
area."
The program combined both
clasical and contemporary numbers,
the first half of the show dedicated
to the likes of Gershwin and
Beethoven, jazz, and Polish polkas.
The second half of the show proved
to be the most rewarding for the fans
as the band rolled out their famed
Calypso and reggae tunes. In Trisha's
words "the band really shined when
they played Calypso and Bob
Marley. They were excellent. It's in
credible that they could play all that
on steel drums."
With ten steel drums, valued at
$700.00 a piece, one drum set, percussion and base guitars, the band
had the audience dancing in the
aisles. At one point strands of peopie formed chains and danced
around the room.
Part of the band's success was
their personable approach to the
performance. The intermission was
punctuated by a record signing session, at which time the band was
free to speak with the audience. At
the end of the performance the six
year old daughter of the band leader
was brought on stage and
demonstrated her somewhat limited
drum playing capabilities.
For continued quality performances such as this keep in tune
with the Cultural Events office.

"A remarkable experiment in
_____

legal education., There is no other
school in the nation that can do what you
are doing here.
Varren Burger
Chief Justice
C S. Supreme CourD
,Sepiember 13 1980
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SCHOOL OF LAW
Get the facts on:
• Admi.ions
• Curriculum
• Placement
U PS

Day: TUESDAY
Place: SchoolofLaw
Date: NOVEMBER 17 For information:
Contact Prof.
Time: 1:30 - 5:00 p.m.
&ii &W&t&vs, The Hoovers' Debut Album.

Priscilla Regan
Library 244 (756-3175)

-
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TacticsFor:Non-Military Bodi
The West Coast premiere production of John Orlock's Tactics for
Non-Military Bodies opens Friday
Nov. 20, at the University of Puget
Sound Inside Theatre.
Orlock, one of today's young, rising playwrights, will attend a perfor mance of Tactics at UPS as well as
visit theatre classes on campus.
Production dates, in addition to
Nov. 20, are Nov. 21 and Dec. 45,
11, and 12. Curtain time is 8p.m.
Ticket prices are $3 for students and
senior citizens and $4 for general admission. For reservations call
756-3329.
Tactics is set in 1954 in Altoona,
Pa. In a gentle and often humorous
way it explores the relationships between people and their struggles to
make sense of what appears to be a
senseless world.
The UPS production is only the second American staging of the work.
It made its debut in November 1980
at the Focus Theatre in Dublin,
Ireland. In January 1981 it was produced at the Cricket Theatre in Minneapolis, Minn., where Orlock is
literary manager.
Tactics is directed by Richard
Graves, visiting associate professor
of theatre from the University of

Minnesota, Duluth.
The all-UPS student cast includes
sophomore Adrian V. Badger as
Sparky, a steam locomotive
engineer; senior Wendi Naplin as
Apricot, his widowed sister;
freshman Bob Osler as Apricot's
mischievous son Douglas; senior
James Watkins as Willis, a professional flag-pole sitter; and freshman
Ellen DeVine as Sandra, a plumber's
apprentice.
Janet Neil is the scenographer and
costume designer. UPS freshman
Karen Vesely is assistant director
and stage manager.
Among Orlock's other plays are

Indulgences in the Louisville Harem,
The D.B. Cooper Project, Revolution
of the Heavenly Orbs, Glasswork,
and The Music Stands of Sidney. His
radio drama Sponge Notes, was produced by National Public Radio's
Earplay series and starred Eli
Wallach and Mildred Dunnock.
Orlock plans to attend the Nov. 21
performance of Tactics at UPS. He
will remain in Tacoma Nov. 23 and
24 to address UPS theatre classes.
NOv. 23 at 4 p.m., he will conduct a
free, open forum on the playwright's
craft at the Inside Theatre.

MENC M usicaiiy
Inch ned
MENC is the professional
organization for all music educators
whatever their level or area of
teaching. The UPS chapter is actively involved in music service projects
such as working with the elderly in
senior centers throughout the
Tacoma area, as well as in educational or cultural pursuits designed
to further their professional
understanding and committment.
Plans are underway for several
members to attend the state and national MENC conventions in
Richland, Washington and San Antonio, Texas in February.
MENC at UPS currently has 19
members. Dave Gabbard, a junior

majoring in viola and voice, is President. The faculty sponser is Marelon
Tatum, the new chairperson of
music education at UPS this year.
Gabbard and Tatum are enthusiastic
about the potential for MENC's involvement in campus and community cultural and educational affairs
during the current acaemic year.
Any UPS student interested in music,
or teaching, or any of the various
possible combinations of the two
are eligible to join MENC and
become a part of this involvement.
The Wincenc flute session is the first
major event to be sponsored by the
group this year.

Flutist Holds Class
Carol Wiricenc, internationally
known conc€ rt fluist, will conduct a
master class Wednesday, Nov. 18, at
the University o P'jget Sound.
Free and open to the public, the
class will be held in KIworth Chapel
Lounge from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Wincenc will be the guest artist
for the second performance of the
Tacoma Symphony Orchestra's
1981-82 season at8 p.m. Friday, Nov.
20, at the Life Center, South 18th
Street and Union Avenue.
Winner of the 1978 Naumburg
Flute Competition, Wincenc has
been described by the New York
Times as "one of the most dazzling
and rhythmically accurate performers you will ever encounter." In
addition to serving on the faculty of
the Manhattan School of Music,
Wincenc travels throughout the
United States and Europe, averaging
75 performances a year. She has appeared on NBC's "Today Show" and

has recorded a solo album for
Musical Heritage Society.
The flute session at UPS, combining a lecture-demonstration,
technical coaching and performance, will be of particular interest
to flutists, other instrumentalists as
well as persons who enjoy fine
music.
The event is sponsored by the UPS
student chapter of the Music
Educators National Conference.

SKIING
From GERMANY Fuliplast
skis.. Brand New..Size 205cm
$50.00 Call 752-8134 for info

Apricot (Wendi Naplin) takes Sandra (Ellen DeVine), a plumber's apprentice, to task over a still-leaking sink in a scene from the West Coast
premiere production of "Tactics for Non-Military Bodies" at University of Puget Sound's Inside Theatre. Performance dates are Nov. 20 and
21 and Dec. 4, 5, 11 and 12 at 8 pm. Call 756-3329 for reservations.

Wagner To Teach Irish Lit
Esther Wagner's course in the
Winterim English Program, Aubrey's
Brief Lives, must be abandoned
because the central text has gone
out of print since this summer when
the course was designed. Prof.
Wagner is offering a new course, inspired by some requests from
students who want to know more
about Ireland, particularly about the
troubled Ireland of our day. Such a
course has to start way back, and it
will look like this: Irish History Since

1798: Its Reverberation in Anglo-Irish
Literature.

NEW
F ROM
SAS

There will be a basic history text,

England and Ireland since 1800, but
most of the readings will be in
ballads, songs, poems, plays,
autobiographies and fine fiction. All
these texts will have something to do
with today's unhappy struggles, but
the great beauties of Irish history
and literature, the vitality and color
of the Irish people, will be the real
subject of the course.
Professor Wagner will be in
Ireland over the holidays and hopes
to do some interesteing interviews.

VIIIINft Farc
640US
Round Trip: $

COPENHAGEN or OSLO
STOCKHOLM - $680.00

Stay: Miri. 7 days; Max. 21 days
Validity: Oct. 1, '81 to
Apr. 30, '82
Tuesday departures
Call your travel agent or SAS
for details
TakeaShort Cut

Als think car rental,
Eui dilpass. Mm. land
arrangements.

3140.00 for 7 days

S4SFly

the Polar Route

JC4,VD,V4/4,V 41RI1AV/1
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L etters

Continued from Page 2
ing), are too self-evident to merit
comment. Thus, Mr. Bain's conclusion that "confidentiality' was
'deemed more important than
fairness" is clearly fallacious.
To conclude, the article was of an
extremely biased character, with the
Court and the plaintiffs clearly
receiving the brunt of the this latest
example of poor reporting, or nonreporting as in the case of the
headline story of 15 October. I feel
that Sec. VI. C. 7. of the Student Conduct Code is of particular relevance
to the issue. It reads:
Adherence to legalistic court procedures, advocacy techniques and
formal rules of evidence are not
desirable, nor shall they be applicable, in Student Court hearings.
The purpose of the hearing is to arrive at the truth concerning the
situation and the attitude of the participants should be one of candor,
cogency, and objectivity. The Chairperson shall give effect to the rules
of confidentiality and privilege, but
shall other wise admit all matters into evidence which reasonable persons would accept as having pro- bative value in the conduct of their
affairs.
All in all, the article was needlessly and unjustifiably very damaging
to certain individuals due to a
reporter's carelessness. Thus, the
Trail has added to its reputation as
being simply a sad joke by further
reducing the credibility of its alleged
journalism.

a series of events. Inherent in the
reporters function is to observe
events, not to interpret them. This is
hopefully your function as a
member of the body which reviews
cases using the code as your guideline.
Again I must apologize for not
noticing the tape recorder which was
so clearly in front of my face. I must
confess to having more than just a
few flaws, the greatest of which is
not the fact that I overlook a tape
recorded every so often. However,
one will notice that nowhere in the
article do I make a "naive assertion"
that Mr. Gallatly's motion for a
dismissal is valid. I do no more than
state that he made such an assertion.
Regarding the motion for a closed
trial, again I make no claim to being
perfect. I did not profess to knowing
the grounds upon which this request
was granted. However, I was
present when Ms. Lane motioned for
a closed hearing, using as her
primary justification the fact that
the case was of a confidential
nature.
If after rereading the article with
these facts in mind, you still believe
the article was biased to too great an
extent, you have my sincerest
apologies.
You, however, must keep in mind
that though reporters strive to be objective, it doesn't always turn out
this way. My view of this case, due to
its procedural effects, was necessarily limited.

Sincerely,
John R. Thomas

As concerns your letter Mr.
Thomas, it would seem that a more
careful reading of the article is
merited on your part. While I must
concede to my spelling errors, I cannot, in all honesty, take credit for
certain instances of misreporting
which you attributed to me.
I cannot see where the fact of my
reading or not reading the Student
Conduct Code should have any effect on my objective presentation of

Intramural
News
INTRAMURAL
EVENTS:

UP-COMING

November18: Mandatory Basketball
Managers meeting 6:00 p.m.
Fieldhouse no. 2 Basketball entries
due.
November 18: Basketball officials
meeting 7:00 p.m.

"WE'VE
GOTA DATE
NOV. 19th':

INTRAMURAL BADMINTON
CHAMPION:
Advanced: Robert Sequin, Runner
up: Mike Magnum
Beginners: John Henry, Runner Up:
Alyssa Armansco

"That's when the
American Cancer
Society asks every
smoker in America
to give up cigarettes
for a day. Give it a
try. You might find
you can quit forever:"

INTRAMURAL RACKETBALL
DOUBLES CHAMPION:
Kim Amrine and Tom Hall

THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT

INTRAMURAL SOCCER CHAMP1 ON SHIP:

American Cancer Society

Double elimination tournament to
begin November 16 and conclude
November 24. Call the intramural office for details.

This space contributed by the publisher.

•J.B.

The malaise of economic confusion, stifling inflation, galloping interest rates and down markets are
the basis for Adam Smith's book
Paper Money and the topic for
Thursday's Noonday Book Review at
Prince of Peace Lutheran Church
November 19.
Dr. Robert Waldo, professor in the
School of Business and Public Administration at University of Puget
Sound will be the reviewer. The Rev.
Mikkel Thompson, pastor at Bainbridge Island Lutheran Church will
present the Christian Perspective.
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MODERN STYLING INA COMFORTABLE
OLD FASHION SE177NG'
Specializing in Fine & Problem Hair
for both Women and Men.
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Open Monday thru Saturday 9-5
(Early and late appts. available)

Hair Bout
MARIAN G. HILL, OWNER
hair designing / salon waves / coloring / highlighting
3223/ 6th ave I tacoma, washington 98406 / 759 5171
-
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BREAKFAST SERVED 7:30-10:30am.
LUNCH 11-4pm MONDAY-FRIDAY
572-4861
Open Saturdays for Lunch, Thanksgiving to Christmas
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Loggers Continue to Roll,..
By Bob Akamian
For the second meet in a row, the
Loggers played a tight ball game
with a physical foe. And for the second week in a row the Loggers failed to make critical mistakes and
played good defense in handing the
Broncos of Cal Poly Pomona their
sixth loss in a row, 28-22. Pomona
now drops to 3-7 in 1981 after a
strong 3-1 start that included a win
over defending nation champion
Cal-Poly SLO. But since then things
have gone steadily downhill for second year coach Roman
Gabriel.
Such was the case Saturday. The
Broncos stampeded to a 13-0
halftime lead on the strength of the
passing of senior quarterback Fred
Calling (18 for 26, 233 yds passing)
and a majority of the ten penalties
assessed to UPS on the afternoon.
After thirty minutes the Logs were
down by two touchdowns, had only
47 yards total offense and had lost
the services of junior receiver Dave
Estes who suffered a bruised sternum on the third play of the game.
Both of Pomona's first half
touchdowns came in the first
quarter. The Broncos second possession started from the Logger 49 after
a 20 yard punt return by cornerback
Iran Luckett. Collins took Pomona in
on 7 plays capping the drive with a
35 yard strike to tight end Tim
Ahern. The extra point was wide left,
but Pomona got the ball back a
minute later when Luckett picked
off a harried pass from Drivestuen,
setting the Broncs up at the Logger
36. From there it took 11 plays to
punch it in, Fullback Paulo Pueliu
did the honors from the one yard
line to make it 13-0.
The Loggers got back into the
scoring swing on the first possession
of the second half. Starting from
their own 20, UPS moved in for the
TD in 8 plays, aided by three
Pomona penalties. Drivestuen then
hit sophomore John Besteman on
the sideline of the endzone from 3
yards out for the score. Three plays
later Larry Smith picked off a Collins
pass and raced 15 yards unmolested
into the Bronco end zone. Smith
later snagged another pass to raise
his team leading season total to five.
Monty Laughlin added both extra
points to give th Logs a 14-3 lead.
Pomona then moved the ball well,
but sputtered in Logger territory and
kicker Terry Massagh made it 16-14
with a 34 yard field goal. The game
then returned to its first half crawl
for the next four possessions.
The Loggers got the ball back with
12:38 to go in the half. After moving
into Bronco territory, UPS struck in
one play. Drivestuen dropped back
and hit secondary receiver Matt
Thacker who was open by 10 yards
at the 30. Matt then raced the rest of
the way for a 49 yard ID that put the
Logs in front to stay.
But that would not be all for UPS
offensively. Buster Cook returned a
Collins pass six yards to the Cal-Poly

32. A pass interference call put the
ball on the one and Rick Lindblad
hurdled the line to give UPS a 28-16
lead. The teams then exchanged
punts, Stephen's boot, the latter of
two, pinned the Broncs at their own
4. Collins then engineered a nifty 13
play drive culminated by a pass to
split end Jeff Smith. But it was too

little, too late and the resurgent Loggers' 28 second half points stood up.
Matt Thacker suffered a bizarre
celebration malady when he was exuberantly greeted by Mike Bos
following his touchdown reception.
Matt incurred a sprained jaw but is
probable for this week's encounter
with the Santa Clara Broncos.

Logger B-Ball Previews
Coach Don Zech brings an impressive 266-107 record into this his
14th year at the helm of the UPS
Logger basketball team. Rebuilding
will be Zech's first priority this
season as he will have to replace 5
starters lost to graduation. Coach
Zech however, has a solid foundation of 7 returning lettermen and
although the faces on the court may
be new, the winning tradition of the
Loggers under Zech can be expected
to continue. One indication is that
the Loggers are ranked 5th in a preseason poil by the United States
Basketball Writers Association. The
UPS team received 2 first place
votes in the poll which is decided by
the sports information directors
from Division II schools across the
country. Another indication that this
years squad will live up to Logger
tradition is their performance in
practice. "All the kids are showing a
lot of hustle and determination.
With the seniors displaying their
leadership, the younger players are
picking up the slack and everyone
has a great desire to play," comments Coach Zech after 2 weeks of
practice, and with just over 2 weeks
to go before the first game. The
outlook for this young Logger team
looks promising.
Leading contenders for this
seasons front line are Wayne Ricarte,
Brian Hopkins, Norman Brown and
Kevin Todd. They will have to
replace last years starters and that
could prove to be a hard act to
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follow as the 1980-81 big men scored
1317 points, pulled 612 rebounds,
and shot a combined 58 percent
from the floor. The pressure to per form will ride heavily with Ricarte, a
6'6", 215 lb. senior from Montesano
who redshirted last season. Wayne
however, seems equal to the task
and his intensity and enthusiasm
should motivate the other players on
the squad. "Hoppy" Hopkins, a 6'5"
senior from Bellarmine has shown
his excellent shooting touch in practice and will be a scoring threat for
the Loggers this year. Quickness,
moves and an ability to react to the
ball are all attributes of Norman
Brown. a 67" junior from Oakland.
After playing behind All American
Joe Leonard for 2 years, he is anxious
to show his stuff as a starter.
Another talented forward, Kevin
Todd, a 6'6" sophomore from Seattle, is probably the best pure shooter
the Loggers have. If Kevin can put
them down all year like he does in
practice, he will cause fits among
opposing defenses.
Five guards will be returning headed by seniors Pat Strand and John
Pariseau, junior Bill Bakamus, and
sophomores Jerry Williams and
Ricky Rollerson. Strand and Pariseau
led the Loggers in assists and steals
last season and have shown in practice the same tenacity and quickness
that should make them a formidable
duo in the backcourt again this year.
Bakamus has shown a lot of aggressive play in pre-season and with

The Broncos visit Baker Stadium
Saturday at 1:30 for the season
finale. The Loggers' 9-1 record is the
best since 1978 when a 9-1 record
netted the Loggers a no. 9 ranking in
Coach Simonson's rookie year. Santa
Clara is 2-7 following a 42-7 loss to
San Francisco State. Broadcast time
on KUPS-FM is 1:20 p.m.

his all around athletic ability, will
put pressure on the seniors for their
starting spots. Williams and Rollerson fill out this years well rounded
backcourt and both are assured of
getting more playing time as they
work into Coach Zech's overall
scheme.
With 2 weeks of practice under
their belts the Loggers are getting in
shape and looking as competitive as
ever. With the younger athletes still
learning Zech's complicated system,
the seniors are assuming necessary
leadership roles. Highlighting the
pre-season is Dave Watkins, a 6'9"
freshman, who is already showing
flashes of brilliance and looks like
he will fit in perfectly with the rest
of this years talent.

Cross Country:
Nat'l Finalists
In Ellensburg WA on November 7,
1981 the regional cross-country
meet was held. UPS women sent 9
representatives from their team of
15 to participate in the event. In a
field of approximately 78, 2 UPS
women, Cathy Parnell and Therese
Wilkinson, qualified to participate in
the nationals meet to be held in
Pocatello Idaho on the 21st of this
month. Cathy Parnell, a sophomore,
placed 18th in the field, while
Therese Wilkinson, a freshman, was
9th.

FREE DELIVERY!!

Attention: All Pre-OT and Pre-PT Students:
AVAILABLE NOW
IN THE ADMISSIONS OFFICE
Application Materials

just give them a call
565-4925

-- Fall, 1982 and Spring, 1983
Undergraduate/Certificate Program
-- Fall, 1982 Basic Masters OT Program
-- Fall.

1982

PT Program

DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 15, 1982
Further Information: Call Admissions
(3211 - Ask for Alice Macy)

10 Percent
Student & Staff
Discount
Open Fri-Sat. til 9:00pm
All Day Sunday

6601

-

6th Ave. 565-4925

(across from Sea-First Bank)

Logger Swimmers Not Floundering
The University of Puget Sound
Swim Team has the distinction at the
last four National Championships of
finishing a progressive 6th, 5th, 4th,
and 3rd. That leaves only two more
spots to go, and according to Coach
Don Duncan, those spots aren't out
of the question.
With only one major loss on the
squad, the Loggers hope to grab the
second position this year with the
addition of some fast freshmen
recruits and the added experience of
seniors.
Losing Vic Swanson, who was the
most productive swimmer in the
history of the University of Puget
Sound, may not be as damaging as
one might think. Although Swanson
was beaten only three times in 80
races, Duncan feels the freshman
sprinter Tom Roth may have the
same impact as Swanson for the
'81 282 team.
Roth, a freestyler from Alaska, has
already made the national qualifying time for 50 freestyle with a time
of 21.59 at the Husky Relays held at
UW last weekend.
As a team, the Loggers finished second at the Relays.
Along with Roth, freshman
breastroker Rob Powers from
Sumner looks to add strength.
"Both Roth and Powers are cinch
place-winners at Nationals," said
Duncan.
Commenting on the recruiting
year that the swimmers have had,
Duncan added, "whenever you can
get two or three people who are a
cinch to place at Nationals, you do
feel that it is a good year for
recruiting. We'd like to get a couple
more, but two is good."

Logger
Usually, the saying "wait 'til next
year" describes a team that had a
less than productive season.
But not in the case of the University of Puget Sound Logger soccer
team.
When they say "wait 'til next
year" other teams should take that
as a threat, not an excuse. You see,
the Logger soccer team missed the
playoffs by half a game and as the
season draws to a close they are
assured of having the best-ever
record of any soccer team here at
UPS. After last weekends's 4-2 victory over Western Washington and a
1-0 victory yesterday over Portland,
the Loggers hold an overall record of
21-3-2.
The reason Logger foes next year
should take what the UPSers say
seriously is because they are losing
only one player from this year's
squad; Tony Lockwood will be
graduating later this year.
Although the Loggers had one of
the better league records, the format for the playoffs cut them out of
the picture when they lost in overtime to Seattle Pacific, 2-0. That
allowed SPU to to take the NCAA
Division II bid. Simon Fraser, with
the best overall record in the league,
takes the NAIA playoff bid, and the
University of Washington - with a
little help from the Big City media
hype - takes the NCAA Division I

Duncan, who said the swim team
here up until ten years ago was not
good enough to beat Wilson High,
also felt that this year and last year
are the best swim teams that UPS
has ever had.
With National Champion Bob
Jackson returning plus AllAmericans Leo Kosenkranius, Lyle
Nalli, Bob Moore, Steve Schmidt,
and Trevor Jones, the season looks
promising.
Also returning this year from illness will be Tom Wick, who Duncan
said will be posting his best times
ever for the butterfly.
Eric Wolgemuth, who reinjured
his shoulder during the summer, will
be hard-tried to compete this year.
"Wolgemuth has a serious
shoulder injury that has allowed him
to do just kicking exercises," said
Duncan. Woggie still continues to
do the daily workout, however.
Improvement should take the
place of the losses of the year
--Swanson to graduation,
Wolgemuth to injury, and Jones to
grade ineligibility - as Duncan says
that he looks for great times from
Wick, Kosekranius, and Schmidt.
Duncan calls Schmidt "one of our
best sprinters. He can swim any
freestyle from the 50 to the 1650."
Kosenkranius has been working
the hardest of his career, Duncan
said. Leo looks to avenge his performance, which were not up his high
expectations.
Wick, the team's strongest returning butterfly specialist, hopes to rebound strongly after mononucleosis
struck him before National last
season. With Wick combining with
freshman Roth, the butterfly event is

-

as strong as it has ever been.
As sprinters and shorter-distance
racers look to be strong, the longdistance star Lyle Nalli still looks for
a National Championship to put on
his trophy wall. Nalli is one of the
All-Americans on the Logger squad.
All this mention of returners and
only a sentence has been spent on
Bob Jackson. Jackson, one of the
premier athletes in the nation, both
in football and in swimming, is a
cinch to tackle his 4th straight 100
yard breaststroke championship and
his third straight 200 yard breast title. He also is the breaststroke leg on
the 4x100 medley relay which has
won the past two years in a row in
NCAA record time.
Recently, as most of you know,
Jackson has played a major role in
the football team's chase for the national championship. If the football
team reaches their goal of the National Championship, Jackson may
have difficulty in trying to make the
national qualifying standard. There
is only one meet in which he can
qualify - the Husky Invitationals
December 4-5-6. The football team
will be in the playoffs at the time
and that would not allow Jackson to
qualify.
In a side note about Robert, Sports
Illustrated, the elite sports
periodical, is planning a feature article on him over the weekend. The article is supposed to be out in the
near future.
Although Jackson, Roth, Powers,
Kosenkranius, Schmidt,. and Nalli
may take the headlines, the depth of
the Logger squad is the strength of
the team.
Freshman joining the WaterLog-
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gers will be Craig Deines from Peninsula High School, Eldon Morriss, a
butterflyer and freestlyer from Ketchikan, Alaska, Chris Sollars, breaststroker, Jim Cahill, and Dave Rainbolt. Jeff Rogers, a freshman walkon from Dublin, Ohio has been a
pleasant surprise to the squad.
The next meet will be the Husky
Invitational in Seattle. Then the
team will be out of action until
Winterim when they take on University of Alaska-Anchorage January 5.

LIVE MUSIC
FRI/SAT AT 9:00
OPEN MIKE WED.

HOMEMADE
PIZZA &
SANDWICHES

POOL &
VIDEO
UNICORN
TAVERN
5203 N. 49th
Formerly 'The Brick Tavern'

BootersMake Threats
slot. All that leaves the frustrated
Loggers out in the cold (and the fog).
Last Sunday's win over Western
Washington marked the Logger's
second-to-last home game. Yesterday they hosted the University of
Portland and came away with a 1-0
victory as Matt Green scored a penalty kick with less than two minutes

to go in the game. Freshman John
Hepburn led the Loggers as he played
tenaciously on both offense and
defense.
The biggest crowd of the year added vocal support as this was the last
home game of the season.
The Logger boot squad plays their
final game Saturday in Bellingham
versus Western WashinQton

Women's Basketball Anticipates Good Year

The University of Puget Sound is anticipating an excellent year for our
women's basketball team.
Last year's basketball team was
the first women's basketball team
ever to participate in the post season
regional playoffs. This year Chet
Hovde wants his team's goal to be to
win these playoffs.
This year the logger women have 3
transfer students having each played
2 years, Donna Balmer (Jr.), Kathryn
McAlpine (So.), Sue Armstrong (Jr.).
We also have 5 returning players, 3
being guards and 2 forwards, Caron
Zech (So.), Cheryl Ronholt (Sr.),
Susan Semrau (So.), Andrea Alexander (Sr.), and Betty Sigurdson (So.).
The compliment of the team is made
up of 3 freshmen, Annete Foley,
Patricia Dorman, and Polly Vaughn.
The 1981-82 year "is the first year
I've recruited" leaving Hovde with a

much more experienced team with
more height. Last year we had a
record of 19-11, which was a good
year, but Chet Hovde expects a better year.
The logger women will open their
season on November 24, 1981, playing Pacific Lutheran University at
PLU. The game will begin at 7:30
p.m.

Volleyba
In volleyball, UPS has a record of
21-14. Although having a slow start
in September, since the beginning of
October the team has had an excellent record of 18-5. Our final
match is against Green River on
November 17th. The following
weekend, November 20 and 21, we
will travel to Willamette, in Oregon,
for regional play.

520 N. Adams 752-8046
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"Chaos" Turns to Anarchy as_!
Campus Becomes Battle
Ground
What started out as a simple, fun,
and innovative fund raiser has turned into an ugly display of violence,
melee and death.
"Chaos" is a game in which "pretend" assassins have "contracts" out
on an individual. When the assassin
finds his vicitim, he is knocked off
with a squirt gun, unless the assassin
gets hit first.
The first indication that this game
was being taken too seriously was
the extent of some of the precautions being taken by some living
groups. (See photo at right.) Soon
squirt guns gave way to rifles, and
water gave way to live ammo as
more and more individuals were getting pissed off at not being able to
shoot back.
As more and more students
became armed, tension mounted.
Finally, all hell broke loose last night
as Todd Hall made a daring bid to
try to forcibly take over Greek Row.
Outnumbered, they started from the
south, assaulting Kappa Sigma with
tear gas and napalm until President
Kurt Watkins had no option but to
raise the white flag. The Gamma
Phis, Alpha Phis and SAEs all fell

easily. To prepare for an attack on
the Phi Delts Todd Hall Field
General John Morris called to
Tenzler for additional support. As
the rectru its arrived, they were ambushed by Beta snipers hiding in
Thompson Hall Parking lot.

At this point, University President
Phil Phibbs declared marshal law
and moved his headquarters from
Jones Hall to a bunker behind the
battle in the SUB. Union Avenue
became a no-man's land as all the independent halls joined and set up
acommand post in Thompson Hall.
The dorm-dwelling sororities were
evacuated to the chapter rooms for
their own safety.
Back on Creek Row, the Todd
Hall unit, under the direction of
Morris, went for a full frontal attack
on the Phi Delts. The Phi Delts struggled valiantly and managed to hold
off Morris' men with high-powered
bazookas and heat seeking missles.
But supplies were running low as
they were down to their last 10 kegs.
General Rob Cellatly phoned in experts to aid in their rescue.

Todd Hall in training.

Cellatly assembled the most
talented Special Nasty Overt Tactics
(SNOT) team since the Bay of Pigs.
(See Photo) Chosen to lead the
highly trained squad is Col. Vinny
"V-Day" Vonada, an expert at covert
activity and espionage. Bruce Sadler
was placed in charge of tactics due
to his extensive training on S&S. R.F.
Russell TromleV in ballistics and
Steve "Patton " Dorsey round out
the leadership of the squad. As they
prepared their daring rescue plan
with the other specialized recruits,
the Red Cross instituted a airlift to
help the surrrounded Phi Delts. 37
kegs, 2 tons of pretzets, and the Tn
Delts were flown in to keep the Phi
Delts occupied until the SNOT team
could come to their aid.
NEXT WEEK: The Assault.

Highly specialized SNOT team getting ready for action.

